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literature is subject to fashions and epidemics. like all other things which depend upon the judgement and taste of the human mind, it has its favored styles and characteristics such as the times may dictate. ours is particularly an age of fiction. as the age of pericles marks the time when grecian literature was at its acme; as the augustan age tells us of eminent roman writers; as the elizabethan age witnessed the great superiority of the english drama; so ours is an age of novelists.

all fiction may be properly divided into two classes—realistic and romantic. in either class the primary object is to entertain. this entertainment may come through the presentation of manners and character, or description of adventure; it may incite enabling motives, or have demoralizing effects; but come it must in all successful works of fiction.

we consider the fiction of our times with reference to its characteristics and effects, and to compare it with classic fiction is the object of this paper. that now variable factor of literature, to which we apply the common term novel, owes its origin to greek writers who lived during the early centuries of the christian era. though there may exist stories and scraps of fictitious writings which claim persian authorship; and though there are probably other evidences of man’s desire for the fictitious existing prior to the greek composers; yet we may properly call theagenes the father of fiction. as its birth took place on the eve of
THAT CONTINUED PERIOD OF GLOOM AND ILLITERACY--THE MIDDLE AGES, IT WAS MANY CENTURIES BEFORE IT EMERGED FROM ITS SECLUDED POSITION AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS OF LITERATURE, AND CALLED THE WORLD TO ACKNOWLEDGE ITS RANK AND IMPORTANCE. DEFOE IN HIS STORY OF ADVENTURE, ROBINSON CRUSOE AND SWIFT IN HIS SATIRE, GULLIVER'S TRAVELS, ARE THE FIRST TO BEGIN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WORTH OF ENGLISH FICTION, BUT TO RICHARDSON, AND TO FIELDING WHOM BYRON CALLED; "THE PROSE HOMER OF HUMAN NATURE," IT WAS LEFT TO REALLY INAUGURATE THE ENGLISH NOVEL. THUS IT IS SEEN THAT FICTION GREW ABREAST WITH OTHER LITERATURE AFTER THE RENAISSANCE.

EXCLUSIONS OF TEXT-BOOKS AND BIBLES. AMONG THE NUMEROUS FICTION
WRITERS MAY WE NOT SOON EXPECT TO FIND OUR SHAKESPEARES AND FLETCHERS OF
THE NOVEL?

This tide of fiction which is now coming to its height with us,
began its swell ere the dawning of the present century. Walter Scott
awoke a new life in the novel by introducing historical characters.
Illustrative of English History, in his hands with a style always and full
of grace, the novel served the purpose which the drama had answered a cen-
tury before. Contemporaneous with Scott was J. Fenimore Cooper, known as
the novelist of the Indian, who established a type of novel of adventure
which will ever be delightful and entertaining to youthful readers. Follow-
ing closely these two originators come the host of eminent novelists
who have given this century its characterization as a century of novel
writers. Dickens, Thackery and Charles Reade represent the ethical stage
—a class to which the sentimental and moral purpose is always paramount.
George Eliot stands out as a prominent figure in the school of realists.
Her excellence consists in the dual capability of confining the portrai-
ture of the external with a thorough understanding of the internal.
Lord Lytton is the most worthy representative of the pictorial novel,
which is markedly characterized as historical and descriptive. His
works are both entertaining and instructive, but do not essentially con-
cern the life of the world—a power in his time, but not destined to be.
LONG ADMired BY THE POPULAR READER, HAWTHORNE UNDOUBTEDLY EXCELS IN THE IDEAL AND ROMANTIC TYPE OF FICTION. HIS WORKS IN CONCEPTION AND EXECUTION ARE ROMANTIC, BUT HIS PRESENTATIONS ARE GRAND AND HIS POWER AS A LITERARY ARTIST UNQUESTIONABLE. HE DEALS WITH THE SUPER-NATURAL, BUILDING IN THE MISTS OF IDEALISM, BUT HIS SYMPATHETIC TENDERNESS AND POLISHED MANNER OF TREATMENT WILL EVER PROVE ATTRACTIVE TO THOSE WHO SEEK A MASTER IN ROMANCE. THE ABOVE MENTIONED ARE BUT A FEW OF THOSE WHO HAVE LOANED THEIR ENERGIES TO MAKE THE FICTION OF OUR CENTURY SO CONSPICUOUS. WITH THEM HAVE LIVED NUMEROUS OTHERS, MANY OF WHO ARE PERHAPS EQUITALLY WORTHY OF MENTION, BUT THESE WILL SERVE AS EXAMPLES OF THE MOST EMINENT IN THE DIFFERENT CASTS OF FICTION.

THE GREAT SECRET OF THE SUCCESS OF THESE WRITERS IS THAT THEY HAVE WOVEN PLOTS WHICH CONCERN HUMANITY, AS WELL AS INTEREST THE READER. ENTERTAINMENT IS, OF COURSE, THE PRIME REQUISITE IN THE NOVEL, BUT WHEN THIS ENTERTAINMENT COMES IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO GIVE THE READER INFORMATION IN HISTORY, OR TO QUICKEN HIS SENSE OF DECENCY AGAINST SOME GROWING EVIL, OR POINTS OUT A POLITICAL DANGER AND ENABLES HIM TO THOROUGHLY UNDERSTAND IT, IT SERVES A DOUBLE PURPOSE. IN FACT A PRESENTATION IN FICTION, WILL FREQUENTLY BE READ, AND OF NECESSITY CONSIDERED, WHEN ALL THE WEIGHT OF LOGIC AND FINISH OF RHETORIC FAIL IN ARGUMENTS. "FOR TRUTH, IN CLOSEST WORDS SHALL FALL, WHEN TRUTH EMBODIED IN THE TALE SHALL ENTER IN AT DOORS." ALL FICTITIOUS WRITING MUST BE SO CONSTRUCTED AS TO BE PERCEIVED BY IN-
Tuition, but when the art of authorship has succeeded in making it possible for the illative powers to accomplish what generally has to come through the reason; it has succeeded in combining the necessary with the desirable, the attractive with the unattractive.

The most notable example of the power and influence of the novel that we have is "Uncle Tom's Cabin," written by Mrs. Stowe. The popular acceptance of this work brought the institution of slavery in its true light before the public better and more quickly than volumes of argumentative protests could have done in twice the time. And this work may be counted as one of the most telling of the political influences of its time.

Man is greater than his surroundings. His environment is unsatisfactory to him, and he seeks for something extraneous to himself for rest and recreation, which is not to be obtained from the common and matter of fact material of ordinary life. The satisfaction of this desire he finds in the novel. And hence we find that many of the most celebrated statesmen and thinkers of their times were extensive readers of fiction. Burke, Webster, and Guizot were all noted novel readers. They were all men who made great intellectual achievements; all men who dealt with questions which require as deep thinking and persistent study as any which ever confront man; but for recreation in leisure hours, and reinvigoration after arduous periods of mental labor, they sought fiction.
ONE OF THE PLAINEST TESTS OF THE POWER OF FICTION TO ENTRANCE
AND PACIFY IS FOUND IN THE TALE OF THE "ARABIAN NIGHTS," WHERE THE BLOOD-
THIRSTY BLUE BEARD IS DEBARRED FROM UXORCIDE BY THE FACINATING TALE, WHICH
HIS WIFE SO ARTFULLY RELATES. THE READER CANNOT OBJECT TO GOING WITH
SCOTT OVER HISTORICAL GROUND, NOR TO ENJOYING THE WARMTH OF CHRISTMAS
FIRES WITH DICKENS. HE MAY GLOW IN CONTEMPT WITH THACKERY, OR ENLIST
HIMSELF IN A CRUSADE AGAINST SOME WRONG WITH MRS. STOWE, OR CHARLES READE,
BUT IN SO DOING HE MUST INTUITIVELY PASS ON AMID SCENES OF INTEREST AND
ATTRACTION. HE WILL NOT DWELL LONG ON THE PLAIN AND PHILOSOPHICAL, IF
THE ESSENCE OF THE FICTITIOUS NATURE BE WANTING.

EXCEPTING THE NEWS-PAPER, THE NOVEL IS THAT FORM OF LITERATURE
WHICH HAS THE GREATEST EXTENT OF POPULAR INFLUENCE, AND IS THE MOST CHAR-
ACTERISTIC OF THE TIMES. IN THE PALACE AND THE COTTAGE ALIKE DWELL THE
READERS OF FICTION. THE EDUCATED GO TO THE NOVEL FOR A CHANGE FROM MORE
MIGHTY MATTER; AND THE UNEDUCATED READ NOVELS BECAUSE THEY ARE EASY OF
COMPREHENSION, AND MORE READILY SOLICIT ATTENTION. FICTION GOES, TO SOME
EXTENT, TO A DIFFERENT CLASS OF INDIVIDUALS THAN THOSE AMONG WHOM THE
NEWS-PAPERS CIRCULATE MOST FREELY, AND MAY BE SAID TO BE THE COMPLEMENT
OF THE NEWS-PAPER, SATISFYING THE GENERAL DEMAND OF THE PUBLIC FOR READING
MATERIAL, NOT MET BY THE NEWS-PAPER. THE DISTINCTION IS NOT ABSOLUTE, BUT
IN SOME DEGREE, ITS CONSISTENCY AND VERACITY ARE UNQUESTIONABLE. AS FIC-
TION HAS SO WIDE-Spread A CIRCULATION AND IS SO FAR A SUBJECT OF ATTEM-

NOVEL WRITING WITH MOST OF THE WRITERS WHO HAVE COME UP DURING THE LAST FEW YEARS SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN ADOPTED AS A PROFESSION RATHER THAN A MEANS OF ACCOMPLISHING ANY DEFINITE PURPOSE. THE QUESTION OF RENUMERATION TAKES PRECEDENCE OF THAT OF WORTH. QUANTITY, NOT QUALITY, HAS COME TO BE THE STANDARD BY WHICH THE AUTHOR MEASURES HIS SUCCESS. IN FORMER TIMES EMINENT WRITERS, IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS AS WELL AS IN FICTION, WROTE MOSTLY IN TIME NOT OCCUPIED BY THEIR REGULAR BUSINESS PURSUITS, WROTE FOR AN END THEY WERE TO SECURE IN WRITING; AND NOT FOR PECUNIARY RETURNS. BUT IN OUR TIME THE CHANGE SEEMS TO HAVE TAKEN PLACE. WHAT IS THE RESULT? MANY WHO FIND THEMSELVES UNABLE TO SECURE A LIVELIHOOD IN ANY OTHER WAY, TURN THEIR ATTENTION TO FICTION WRITING. PLOT WEAVERS BECOME AS COMMON AS THOSE WHO FABRICATE MATERIAL WEBs. DETERIORATION IN QUALITY CONTINUES, BUT THE AMOUNT UNCEASINGLY INCREASES. THE STREAM LOSES ITS SINGLENESS, BUT BROADENS INDEFINITELY. PELLUCIDITY AND DISTINCTNESS OF FLOW GIVE WAY TO WIDTH WITH SLUGGISH CURRENTS AND EXPANSION STAGNATION. IN MANNER OF TREATMENT AND THE HURRIED SEARCH FOR SUBJECTS MANY OF THE PRIMARY QUALITIES OF THE NOVEL ARE OVERLOOKED. THE SYNTHETIC CHARACTER IS SUPERCEDED BY THE ANALYTICAL, THE WRITER ANALYZES BUT DOES NOT CREATE.

THE TWO PRINCIPAL SCHOOLS WHICH HAVE SUCCEEDED TO THIS CHARACTER ARE THE FRENCH AND AMERICAN. THE FORMER PROFESS THE NAME OF REAL-
ISTS AND CLAIM TO BE THE IMITATORS OF BALZAC. THEIR OBJECT IS TO REP-
RESENT HUMANITY AS IT IS, BUT, FOR THE MOST PART, AS IT IS SEEN FROM THE
MOST UNFAVORABLE SIDE. WITH 'LALAO WE MUST GO WITH THE DEBASED SUBJECT
OF SIN THROUGH ALL THE VICISSITUDES OF HIS CAREER, WHILE GUIDA WOULD HAVE
US LOOK FOR PLANNED DECEIT, AND DEEP ROOTED HYPOCRISY BENEATH EVERY DE-
GREE OF FINISHED REFINEMENT AND POLISHED CULTURE. ARE THESE THEN THE
SUCCESSORS OF BALZAC? REALISM IN SUCH FORMS CAN BUT EXCITE THE DEPRAVED
AND DISGUST THE VIRTUOUS. THE AMERICAN SCHOOL HAS RECEIVED THE NAME
WHICH IT BEARS, BECAUSE THOSE WHO GAVE THE INITIAL IMPETUS TO THIS STYLE
OF FICTION CHANCED TO LIVE ON THIS SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC. THEY ARE MI-
CROSCOPIC IN THEIR TREATMENT. THEY SEEK TO DISSECT AND ANALYZE, RATHER
THAN TO COLLECT AND CREATE. ENTANGLEMENT OF PLOT AND VARIETY OF INCI-
DENT BECOME THE PREVAILING GUIDES, WHILE CONSISTENCY OF ACTION AND DEFI-
NITENESS OF END FAIL. WHAT FOLLOWS? WE FIND THE STANDARD WRITERS WHO
HAVE MADE NAMES IN THE REALM OF FICTION SUDDENLY SUPERCEDED BY SUCH AUTH-
ORS AS MISS. BRADDOCK, MRS. HENRY WOOD, RIDER HAGGARD AND E.P. ROE, —AUTHORS
WHO EXTEND TALES INTO INDEFINITE NOTHINGNESS IN ORDER TO INSURE BULK;
AUTHORS WHOSE SYMPATHIES MAY BE TENDER, AND WHOSE OBSERVATIONS MAY BE
ACUTE; BUT WHO EITHER SOAR BEYOND THEIR POWER OF CONTROL, OR DEAL WITH THAT
WHICH IN THEIR EXPERIENCE, IS UNFAMILIAR. FOR INSTANCE; ONE OF THE ABOVE
MENTIONED WRITERS CARRIES A FAST CITY BOY THROUGH A DAY OF RAMBLES AND
DISSIPATION AND THEN, WHILE HIS BRAIN IS IN A STATE OF EXCITEMENT AND
STILL STIMULATED BY INTOXICANTS, HE ALLOWS HIS MORE PIous COUNTRY COUSIN
TO CONVERT HIM—A SCENE WHICH ACQUAINTANCE WITH REAL CHARACTER RENDERS
SO RIDICULOUS AS TO MAKE OUR FAITH CHARY IN PARTS WHICH SEEM MORE REASON-ABLE.

ONE OF THE BEST EXAMPLES OF THE TRANSITION FROM THE REAL AND
WORTHY TO THE RECENT TYPE OF FICTION IS FOUND IN "CALLED BACK." THE
AUTHOR OF THIS WORK, HUGH CONWAY, WHOSE REAL NAME IS FARGUS, WAS A STOCK
BROKER UNTIL LATE IN LIFE, WHEN IT BECAME SERIOUSLY EVIDENT TO HIM THAT
HE WAS GIFTED AS A WRITER OF FICTION. HE GAVE UP HIS BUSINESS AND DE-
VOTED HIMSELF TO HIS NEW PROFESSION. AND HE IS BUT ONE OF THE MANY WHO
HAVE TURNED THEIR ATTENTION TO THIS CALLING WITHOUT ANY PARTICULAR DESIGN
OR PREVIOUS PREPARATION. "CALLED BACK" IS A WORK WHICH HAS HAD MANY
READERS BUT IT HAS VERY LITTLE IF ANY LITERARY MERIT. THUS WE SEE THAT
IN GENERAL THE CHARACTER AND MOTIVES OF THE FICTION AUTHORS AT PRESENT,
AS WELL AS THE PRODUCTS OF THEIR LABOR, ARE VERY MUCH DIFFERENT FROM THOSE
WHO HAVE GIVEN MODERN FICTION ITS MASTER PIECES AND ITS LAUDABLE CHARAC-
TERISTICS.

WHERE IS THE WORK OF ONE OF THESE WRITERS WHICH WOULD CALm
A VERITABLE BLUE BEARD? WHERE AMONG THEIR WORKS CAN WE FIND EVEN AN
APPROXIMATE COUNTERPART OF "UNCLE TOM'S CABIN," OR THE UNDOUBTED REALISM
AND CONSISTENCY OF "DAVID COPPERFIELD," SAYING NOTHING OF "IVANHOE" AND
"THE LAST OF THE BARONS." TO WHICH ONE COULD WE REFER A GUIZOT
OR A BURKE?
THE MOST CURIOUS THING ABOUT THIS CLASS OF WRITERS IS THE POPULAR ACCEPTANCE WITH WHICH THEY MEET. DETECTIVE STORIES SEEM NEVER TO WEARY AND EDITIONS IN PAMPHLET FORM WITH SOME SUGGESTIVE TITLE STAMPED ON THE COVER, MEET WITH AS READY SALE AS TICKETS AT A CIRCUS WAGON. AS THE WISEST MEN ARE SOMETIMES GIVEN TO THE MOST TRIVIAL FOLLIES, SO WE AS A GENERATION, THE MOST ENLIGHTENED AND EDUCATED IN THE GENERAL LINES OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE THAT THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN, HAVE SEEN FIT TO SANCTION AND PATRONIZE THE LIGHTEST AND MOST TRANSIENT FORMS OF FICTION. THE COMMON TENDENCY TO RESPECT THE BETTER AND LOOK TO THE HIGHER IN MOST DEPARTMENTS, HAS CAUSED US TO SEEK ONE GROUND FOR RETREAT. STEPPING FROM ONE EXTREME TO THE OTHER, WE SEEK REST IN THE ETHEREAL REALMS OF SENTIMENTALITY. RECEDING FROM CLOSEST FACT, WE DIVE INTO THE WIDEST SCOPE OF IMPROBABILITIES. TIRING OF EXACTNESS OF DICTION, WE LONG FOR VARIATION IN THE RACY LINES WHICH DEAL WITH THE ULTRA-NATURAL.

SO MUCH FOR THE CHARACTER OF OUR FICTION. BUT IT MAY BE ASKED WHY NOT TOLERATE THAT WHICH IS DESIRED? WHY CRITICISE WHAT MEETS WITH GENERAL APPROVAL? IF THE CHIEF END OF FICTION IS TO ENTERTAIN, WHY NOT LET THE ENTERTAINED HAVE THEIR CHOSEN RESORTS? THE SAME ARGUMENT WOULD PROVE EQUALLY EFFICIENT, IF URGED IN FAVOR OF ANY EVIL. PRESENT PLEASURE CANNOT BE PURSUED REGARDLESS OF COMING EFFECTS. HENCE OUR OPPOSITION TO THE PRESENT TYPE OF FICTION. FICTION MAY BE COMPARED TO STIMULATING FOODS. IF WE ARE CAREFUL TO SELECT THE RIGHT QUALITY AND TAKE IT AT PROPER TIMES AND IN PROPER QUANTITIES, IT BRINGS A FAVORABLE RESULT.
BUT IT MAY BE REGARDED AS NO LESS INITIATING, WHEN DEVOURED INDISCREETLY. WHEN THE DUTIES OF THE DAY ARE NEGLECTED AND THE REPOSE OF THE NIGHT IS SACRIFICED, IN ORDER TO FOLLOW ILL DEFINED CHARACTERS THROUGH ENTANGLED PLOTS AND IMPROBABLE SCENES, THEN HAS FICTION ELICITED AN ATTENTION WHICH WILL PROVE DETERMINAL AND INJURIOUS. READERS BECOME ENAMORED WITH A CLASS OF LITERATURE WHICH AFFORDS NO REWARD IN ITSELF, AND SHUTS OUT ALL LONGING FOR ANYTHING BETTER. THE APPETITE INCREASES WITH TIME AND IS GRATIFIED ONLY IN THE PERUSAL OF LIKE MATTER. PARENTS DOTE ON THEIR PRECOCIOUS CHILDREN, WHEN THEY FIND THEM BURIED WITH INTEREST IN WILD SENSATIONAL SCENES; BUT LAMENT THEIR INABILITY TO DIVERT THEIR ATTENTION TO THE MORE SUBSTANTIAL, WHEN MATURER YEARS ARRIVE. AT FIRST EXCITED AND PLEASED BY THE SENTIMENTAL, THE YOUTH IS LOATH TO TURN TO THE UNEVENTFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE IN LATER YEARS. WHO OF US HAS NOT SEEN MANY A BRIGHT READER DEVOTE ENOUGH TIME TO THIS LIGHT UNINSTRUCTIVE LITERATURE TO HAVE BECOME WELL INFORMED, HAD HIS ATTENTION BEEN PROPERLY DIRECTED? IF THE FICTION OF COLONIAL TIMES WAS OF THE SAME TYPE AS THAT OF OURS, WE CAN BUT SANCTION THE DEGREE OF THE PURITAN, DECLARING IT AN OUT-CAST WITH THE THEATRE.

WE DO NOT WISH TO CONDEMN GOOD WORKS OF FICTION BECAUSE THEY HAPPEN TO BE WRITTEN IN OUR TIMES, BUT CANNOT COUNTENANCE THE TENDENCY TO EXCLUDE THE WORTHY AND ACCEPT THE UNWORTHY. WE WOULD NOT BE UNDERSTOOD TO AFFIRM THE NON-EXISTENCE OF LAUDABLE AUTHORS OF FICTION, BUT WOULD
RATHER MOURN THE PREDOMINANCE AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE LESS CREDITABLE SCHOOL. SCRIBBLERS AND SUPERFICIAL WRITERS ARE COMMON TO ALL TIMES, BUT WHEN THEY ARE SET UP AS THE LUMINARIES OF THE DAY, INSTEAD OF BEING CAST ASIDE AND PASSED UNNOTICED, THEIR POWER FOR GOOD OR EVIL MUST BE FELT. SAYS MACAULAY: "IT IS IN LITERATURE THAT QUACKERY IS MOST EASILY PUFFED, AND EXCELLENCE MOST EASILY DECRIED." THIS TENDENCY OF OUR FICTION TO DECLINE CAN ONLY BE OVERCOME BY A CESSATION OF THE DEMAND FOR SUCH A CLASS OF WORKS. WHEN THE SUPPLY OF INFERIOR WRITERS IS REDUCED BY POPULAR DEGREE; WHEN THE SUPERIOR TALENT AMONG FICTION WRITERS SHALL BE DIRECTED IN IMITATION OF CONCEDED MASTERS, INSTEAD OF CATERING TO THE CAPRICE OF READERS, AND SCOTT BECOMES TO THE NOVEL WHAT SHAKESPEARE IS TO THE DRAMA; WHEN IMPROVEMENT IN TYPE, AND NOT INCREASE IN AMOUNT, SHALL BE THE CHIEF END; THEN WILL THE INFERIOR MANY BE CAST ASIDE, WHILE THE SUPERIOR FEW REMAIN, AND FICTION BECOME WHAT IT SHOULD BE; -- PRIME NATURE WITH ADDED ARTISTRY."